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Abstract
The ﬁrst thing to do when natural disasters like landslides, earthquakes, ﬂoodings or tsunamis strike an area is to evacuate victims.
However, due to damages on roads (crumbling, falling trees, or ﬂooded roads) the evacuation itself can become dangerous and even
lead to the death of some evacuees. In this paper, we focus on a new macroscopic model taking into account safety of evacuees
during the evacuation process. Our evacuation problem is modelled as a ﬂow with losses problem on which we have to maximize
the number of persons that can reach the sink vertex for a given deadline T .
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1. Introduction
Many papers, in the literature, tackle evacuation problems when it comes to minimize the overall duration of the
process (Hamacher and Tjandra (2002)). However, most of them do not take into account the fact that the evacuees
might be in or have to pass through dangerous areas in order to evacuate. For instance, it can be the case of a
building on ﬁre where we have to evacuate people as soon as possible while also minimizing the inhalation of fatal
toxic gas (Opasanon and Miller-Hooks (2009)). This previous example can be extended to an urban area when a
natural disaster occurs and the roads that should be used to evacuate persons become dangerous due to crumbling,
falling trees, ﬂooding or a tsunami (La¨mmel et al. (2011)). In order to measure the level of safety of an evacuation
plan, these kinds of problems can be modeled as a Generalized Maximum Flow problem on which the duration
criterion is captured using a bounded Time-Expanded-Network while maximizing the amount of persons that can
be put into safety before a deadline T without being injured (Großand Skutella (2012)). Each edge has a level of
safety(multiplier) between 0.0 and 1.0. Then, if 10 persons try to pass through an edge with a safety of 0.75 then
7.5 persons will succeed without injuries. However, this approach is not enough as it allows non-integer numbers of
persons (0.5 in this example) to continue their trips on the network and can even merge them into integer ones. To
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avoid those kinds of contradictions we have to take into account the fact that the ﬂow is integer. In 1974, Sahni (1974)
introduced the Integral Flow with Multipliers Problem with multipliers Pri ∈ Z+ on vertices instead of edges. As
the health of evacuees is a monotonically decreasing function, we consider the Integral Flow with Divisors Problem
(IFDP) with multipliers Pri ∈ {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} given on vertices as in the case of Sahni (see Fig. 1). The
remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the studied problem while Section 3
presents its related problems. To tackle this problem, resolution methods are presented in Section 4. We provide some
results when our approach is applied to the evacuation of the city of Nice (France) in Section 5 and our results will be
discussed in Section 6.
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Fig. 1. Instance of IFDP.
2. Problem description
We consider a time-expanded-network with time dependant data. We have a set of starting points (source vertices)
and a set of shelter locations (sink vertices). A number of evacuees have to go from each starting point and each
shelter location has a maximum capacity. We also have capacities and travel durations on edges and safety levels on
vertices (probabilities to successfully cross vertices without injuries). Our motivation is to know how many evacuees
can reach a shelter location without being injured before a given deadline T . As the Quickest Transshipment problem
(Hoppe and Tardos (2000)), this network will be transformed using the Miller-Hook procedure (Miller-Hooks and
Patterson (2004)) in order to have one super-source and super-sink vertices. Thereafter, the mathematical formulation
of the Integral Flow with Divisors Problem (IFDP).
Data:
• G = (V, E) a bounded time-expanded-network with with time dependant data.
• V : A set of N vertices.
• S and P : The super-source and super-sink vertices.
• E : A set of edges ⊆ V × V .
• C(i, j) : The capacity of edge (i, j) ∈ E.
• Pri : The probability to successfully cross vertex i with Pri ∈ {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}.
• BS : The total number of persons to evacuate from the super-source vertex S .
• BP : The maximum capacity of the sink vertex P.
• R : The minimum number of persons that have to reach the super-sink P (decision problem).
Variables:
• F(i, j) = The number of persons along edge (i, j) with F(i, j) ∈ N.
Constraints:
• 0 ≤ F(i, j) ≤ C(i, j) ∀(i, j) ∈ E. (1)
The number of persons entering an edge is less or equal to the capacity of this edge.
• ∑
i∈Γ−j
Pr j · F(i, j) ≥ ∑
k∈Γ+j
F( j,k) ∀ j ∈ V \ P. (2)
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The total number of persons exiting a vertex is less or equal to the the number of persons entering the vertex
multiplied by the safety (probability) of the vertex.
• ∑
i∈Γ+S
F(S ,i) ≤ BS . (3)
The sum of persons exiting the super-source vertex is less or equal to the total number of evacuees.
Optimization problem:
• max ∑
i∈Γ−P
F(i,P).
We maximize the number of persons that can reach the sink vertex without being injured.
Decision problem:
• Is it possible to save at least R persons for a given network G (Resp Time-Expanded-Network G)?
The travel duration between edges disappeared as it has been used to build the time-expanded-network. Then the
time-expanded-network itself can be considered as a static network on which the goal is to maximize the amount of
persons that can reach the super-sink vertex going from the super-source vertex. This problem has been proven to be
Strongly NP-Hard using 3-Partition. It is still Strongly NP-Hard even in a static network with one starting point and
one shelter location (Ndiaye et al. (2014)). In the following, we give an instance of IFDP with one source and one
sink vertex.
3. Related problems
As in the Quickest Transshipment problem (Hoppe and Tardos (2000)), we have a set of starting points and a set
of shelter locations. Each starting point has a number of persons to evacuate and each shelter location can handle
a certain amount of demand. However, unlike the Quickest Transshipment Problem for which all evacuees will be
saved, in our case some evacuees may die or be injured during the evacuation process. In order to take into account
the safety criterion, Opasanon and Miller-Hooks created the Safest Escape Problem (Opasanon and Miller-Hooks
(2009)) in which, people have to evacuate buildings or a geographical region with a level of safety that vary over time.
They added release date and a safety criterion as a probability to successfully cross edges. However in The Safest
Escape Problem, the aim is not to minimize the evacuation time but to minimize the risk of the person that have to
take the greater risk. Three main diﬀerences exist between The Safest Escape Problem and our evacuation problem.
The safety is on the edges, they calculate the safety criterion by multiplying the safety of the crossed edges and they
do not minimize the risk of all evacuees at the same time. During his PhD, Wayne developed several algorithms to
tackle The Generalized Maximum Flow Problem (Wayne (1999)) on which the safety criterion can be seen as a ﬂow
with losses on which dangerous edges have a multiplier between 0.0 and 1.0. Edges have a maximum capacity and as
the network also has a source and a sink vertex, it allows us to use this approach for our evacuation problem. Using
a super source and a super sink vertex, dummy edges corresponding to the amount of persons on starting points and
the maximum capacities of shelter locations can be added on a time expanded network. The aim is to maximize the
amount of persons that can reach the super sink vertex (Resp saved persons). This approach is interesting as it allows
to have a general approach and a macroscopic evacuation. Nevertheless, this approach does not take into account
the fact that the ﬂow has to be integer as an evacuee can not be divided into several parts travelling on the network.
Sahni (1974) developed the Integer Flow with Multipliers Problem for which the multipliers are on vertices. Having
the safety on vertices does not change the Generalized Maximum Flow Problem which has the level of safety on
edges. It is possible to jump from one model to the other by adding or removing a dummy vertex on edges with the
corresponding safety. In the following part, we describe our resolution methods to tackle our evacuation problem.
4. Solving methods
To solve this evacuation problem, we use an Ant Colonies Algorithm described in Section 4.1. By default,
pheromones on every edge will be initialized at the same value (e.g. 1.0). In order to have better performances,
we also developed heuristics H1 and H2 to initialise the pheromones of the Ant Colonies Algorithm. These heuristics
are described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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4.1. Ant Colonies Algorithm
Algorithm: Ant Colonies Algorithm
Input(s):
G : Instance graph of IFDP.
Bs : Number of persons to evacuate.
AntNBLi f es : Number of lifes per ant.
NBColonies : Number of ant colonies.
Pheromones : Amount of pheromones on each edge.
Begin:
ANTColonies← CreateColonies(NBColonies, Bs, AntNBLi f es)
For each colonie ∈ ANTColonies Do
For each Ant ∈ colonie Do
Ant.AddPosition(S )
While Ant.IsAlive() AND Ant.GetCurrentPosition()  P Do
NextPosition← G.GetRandomVisibleS uccessor(Ant.GetCurrentPosition())
IF G.Capacity(Ant.GetCurrentPosition(), NextPosition) > 0 THEN
Ant.AddPosition(NextPosition)
Ant.DecraseNBLi f e(RandomKill(G.S a f ety(Ant.GetCurrentPosition())))
Else
G.DecreasePheromones(Ant.GetPath())
Ant.DecreaseNBLi f e(1)
Ant.ErasePath()
Ant.AddPosition(S )
End If
End While
IF Ant.IsAlive() THEN
G.DecreaseCapacity(Ant.GetPath())
G.IncreasePheromones(Ant.GetPath())
End If
G.UpdateVisibility(Ant.GetPath())
End For each
G.S aveCurrentNormalizedS olution()
G.ResetCapacity()
End For each
End:
Output(s):
G.bestEvacuationPlan : The evacuation plan that allow to save the maximum number of persons
The Ant Colonies Algorithm takes as input data a network G (Resp Time-Expanded-Network) on which each
vertex has a level of safety and each edge has a capacity and a level of pheromone. We also have the number of
evacuees Bs which is the number of ants of each colony, the number of time an ant can come back to life if it takes
a bad decision during the evacuation. NBColonies deﬁne the number of ant colonies we will consider. Each colony
will update the level of Pheromones on edges in order to help the next generation of ants (colony) to do at least as
well. The ﬁst step of the algorithm creates the set of colonies. Then for each colony and for each ant, the starting
point is the super-source S . While an ant is not dead for good or is not on the super-sink vertex, it has to move
to one of the successors of its current position. Each successor is more or less visible than others depending on its
level of safety, the pheromones on the edge and the safest available path (Opasanon and Miller-Hooks (2009)) from
itself to the super-sink vertex P. In this algorithm, successor visibilities are mapped between 0.0 and 100.0, then a
random number between 0.0 and 100.0 gives the next vertex an ant has to visit. If the edge going from the current
position to the next vertex is available, then the ant can go to the next vertex and a random percentage between 0.0%
and 100.0% tells us if we have to decrease its life or not at line number 16 in the Ant Colonies Algorithm ( Resp IF
CurrentVertex.Safety ≤ RandomPercentage THEN 0 OTHERWISE 1 ). If the edge going from the current position
to the next vertex is not available (dead-end) we decrease the level of pheromones along the ant path, we decrease the
current ant remaining life by 1 unit, and we make it go back to vertex the super-sink S . We iterate up until the ant is
dead or on the super-sink vertex. When it is done, if the ant still lives, which means it is on the super-sing vertex P,
then we increase the level of pheromones on the path it takes from S to P and we also decrease the capacity along this
path by 1 unit. When all members of a colony are sent in the network, using graph levels, we normalize the solution
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to ensure that all our constraints are fulﬁlled. The ﬁnal solution is then saved and the capacities of edges are restored
for the next generation of ants (colony). At the end of the algorithm, the best normalized solution is the evacuation
plan.
4.2. Heuristic H1
Heuristic H1 is based on the same approach as the Fat-Path Algorithm developed in (Wayne (1999)). It tries to
send as much evacuees as possible on the edges with the higher output capacities. This procedure is described below.
• Step 1: As G is an acyclic graph, we build the graph levels.
• Step 2: We start with the level 0 which contains vertex S .
• Step 3: For each vertex, we sort its successors switch the maximum number of evacuees that can cross each
successors.
• Step 4: Send as many persons as possible on the best successor, on the second best, on the third best and so on.
• Step 5: If all vertices of the current level have been exploited, jump to the next level.
• Step 6: If the current level contains vertex P then STOP otherwise, we iterate at step 3.
4.3. Heuristic H2
Heuristic H2 is based on the Safest Escape Problem (Opasanon and Miller-Hooks (2009)) on with the safest
available path is computed at each step by multiplying the safety of each crossed edge (Resp vertex in our case).
The step of this heuristic are detailed below.
• Step 1: Compute the safest path Φ from S to P.
• Step 2: Push as much evacuees as possible along this path regarding the smallest residual capacity on the path.
• Step 3: If along Φ there are vertices for which all incoming edges are saturated then delete those vertices with
their incoming edges.
• Step 4: Iterate at step 1 up until there is no persons to evacuate or no available path from S to P.
5. Experimental results
5.1. Environment
All algorithms are implemented in C++ using MinGW-w64 as compiler. All experiments were conducted on a
virtual computer using VirtualBox with 1-core of an Intel Core i7-3615QM processor running at 2.30GHz with 6MB
cache and 4GB RAM at 1600Mhz on the operating system Ubuntu LTS 12.04.
5.2. Case of study
Our case of study is the French city of Nice in the south of France (Fig. 2) where several natural disasters happened
in the past and nowadays. In 1618, several earthquakes occurred near Vesubie (France) which is at the north of Nice
causing several landslides. In February 23th 1887, a seaquake with a magnitude between 6.5 and 6.8 occurred near
Ligure (Italy). During this event, 635 persons died and 555 were wounded. In October 16th 1979, a big landslide
occurred near the airport. In May 20th 2012 an earthquake occurred in the north of Italy near the city of Nice with no
less than 417 replicas.
As input data of our Algorithm, we consider the roads of the city of Nice that are deﬁned by a network of 3060
vertices and 5164 edges. Each edge has a length in meters (travel duration), and a number of lanes (capacity). For
the level of safety, we consider the scenario of the Vesubie’s earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4. Fig. 3 describes
the level of damages on the city of Nice. Then, each vertex will have a level of safety depending on the status of
buildings around it. This network is expanded over time in order to capture the duration criterion. In order to initialise
the pheromones along edges we apply the best heuristic between H1 and H2 on the time expanded network. Then we
apply the Ant Colonies Algorithm to the entire network.
5.3. Settings
Before applying ours heuristics on real instances, we evaluate them on small instances on which the mathematical
model running on CPLEX 12.5 could give us optimal solutions. We generated 4 types of small graphs with 30, 60, 90
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Fig. 2. The city of Nice (France). Fig. 3. Level of damage for the Vesubie scenario.
and 120 vertices. More information on those graphs can be found in Table 1. The ﬁrst column deﬁnes the number of
vertices, while the second column deﬁnes the number of instances for each size of the graph. The third column gives
the mean safety of all instances for a given number of vertices and the fourth column gives its standard deviation.
Table 1. Graphs to test heuristics performances.
#Vertices #Instances Mean Safety of vertices Vertex Safety ST-DEV
30 480 0.641 0.135
60 480 0.731 0.123
90 480 0.757 0.160
120 600 0.708 0.137
All algorithms and the mathematical model (solved by CPLEX) have a time limit of 20 minutes and a memory
limit of 1 GB. Computation times are given in milliseconds for all instances except of our real case of study, for which
it is given in seconds.
5.4. Computational results
The hardness of this evacuation problem is described by Table 2 in which we have four types of small graphs as
presented in Section 5.3. In this case, we solved the IP model of the problem using the solver CPLEX. The mean time
required to solve the model increases when we increase the number of vertices. It also depends on the mean safety
of vertices. Indeed, when it decreases, then the mean time increases as it can be seen in G60 which has a mean safety
of 0.731 and a mean time of 39226 milliseconds while G90 has a mean safety of 0.757 and a mean time of 34300
milliseconds. The last column of Table 2 shows that the percentage of instances that can be solved decreases while
the size of the graph increases.
We also considered the LP model using relaxed variables F(i, j) ∈ R+. As the LP model gives an upper-bound of
our problem, the solution deviation between the LP and IP models is given by LP−IPmax(1,LP) . The LP computational results
are given in Table 3. All instances have been solved in less than 3736 milliseconds which is very fast. However,
when the size of graphs increases, the standard deviation of the solutions also increases up to 18.1% compared to
the IP model solutions. In the next part, we consider heuristic approaches, as an exact resolution will fail when it
comes to the Nice network with (3060 · T ) vertices and (5164 · T ) edges where T is the bounded time horizon. As
heuristics give lower-bounds of our problem, the solution deviation between the IP models and our heuristics are
given by IP−Heuristicxmax(1,IP) . Table 4 gives the computational results of the Ant Colonies Algorithm with default pheromones
initialisation (i.e. 1.0 on each edge). All instances have been solved in less than 1438 milliseconds which is faster than
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Table 2. Test results of the CPLEX IP model.
Graph size Min time Mean time Max time Time ST-DEV % Solved
G30 3308 12061 913611 66225 98.5
G60 3214 39226 1032699 143537 87.9
G90 3322 34300 1146259 117783 72.7
G120 2785 62207 1106551 182341 64.8
Table 3. Test results of the CPLEX LP model.
Graph size Min time Mean time Max time Time ST-DEV % Solved Mean solution % ST-DEV
G30 2015 2246 3736 109 100 9.2
G60 2068 2259 2656 63 100 10.7
G90 2138 2357 2671 72 100 9.4
G120 2213 2590 3293 251 100 18.1
Table 4. Test results of the Ant Colonies Algorithm.
Graph size Min time Mean time Max time Time ST-DEV % Solved Mean solution % ST-DEV
G30 14 42 86 15 100 21.2
G60 61 195 349 73 100 22.0
G90 164 441 815 169 100 22.3
G120 254 731 1438 287 100 22.2
the LP model solved with CPLEX. The mean time increases with the size of graphs but is still on average less than a
second for graphs G120. However, due to the default initialisation of the pheromones on edges, the mean solution is
about 22% worse than the optimal solution given by the IP model. We can also notice that the mean deviation from
the optimal solution is still stable when we increase the size of the graphs from G30 to G120. In order to have a good
initialisation of pheromones on edges, heuristics H1 and H2 are performed and each saved ant leaves pheromones on
its path from the source to the sink. Tables 5 and 6 show how fast H1 and H2 are. It takes in average less than 0.239
millisecond to ﬁnd an initial solution with H1 and less than 1.112 milliseconds to ﬁnd an initial solution with H2.
However, even if both solved all instances, H2 is signiﬁcantly better than H1 as in average it gives solutions which are
to 11.37% to the optimal solutions while H1 gives solutions which are in average to 28.82% to the optimal solutions.
Table 5. Test results of H1 Algorithm.
Graph size Mean time % Solved Mean solution % ST-DEV
G30 0.07 100 29.0
G60 0.13 100 30.0
G90 0.18 100 27.5
G120 0.23 100 28.8
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Table 6. Test results of H2 Algorithm.
Graph size Mean time % Solved Mean solution % ST-DEV
G30 0.24 100 11.1
G60 0.51 100 11.6
G90 0.76 100 9.6
G120 1.12 100 13.0
Table 7. Test results of H2 + Ant Colonies Algorithms.
Graph size Min time Mean time Max time Time ST-DEV % Solved Mean solution % ST-DEV
G30 0.24 46 155 38 100 4.4
G60 0.61 341 837 189 100 4.7
G90 1.76 890 2032 457 100 4.0
G120 1.12 1451 13058 726 100 4.7
Table 8. Test results of H2 + Ant Colonies Algorithms on Nice Network.
T (s) Mean time (s) Mean Time ST-DEV (s) Mean % of Saved Mean % of Saved ST-DEV
300 337.35 79.83 0 0
400 770.44 123.72 5.88 3.21
500 1339.12 317.38 22.10 8.74
600 2283.97 441.60 31.54 5.33
700 3641.49 367.11 49.66 6.02
800 4875.04 507.56 57.14 4.66
900 6646.58 793.10 61.490 3.21
964 Out of Memory Out of Memory Out of Memory Out of Memory
As H2 is better than H1, we use it to initialise pheromones on the edges before performing the Ant Colonies
Algorithm. Computational Results of H2 + Ant Colonies Algorithms are given in Table 7. Although the mean time
shows that it takes a bit longer to ﬁnd a solution compared to the regular Ant Colonies Algorithm, solutions are on
average at 4.46% to the optimal solution. Furthermore, the gap between the optimal evacuation plan and our solution
is still stable when we increase the size of the networks from G30 to G120, which means that increasing the size of the
graph does not disrupt our approach. For the real instance, we had to evacuate 6590 persons from 13 starting points
(Resp <414; 499; 436; 78; 598; 838; 552; 273; 945; 557; 293; 887; 220>) to 17 shelter locations around the town.
Each shelter location having a maximum capacity (Resp <2250; 675; 833; 2394; 743; 540; 2700; 101; 132; 990;
1350; 150; 518; 2250; 1755; 89; 450>). In order to take into account the duration criterion we built a bounded time
expanded network of the city of Nice. For this real instance we removed the time limit of 20 minutes and we increased
the memory limit to 3.3GB of RAM. Table 8 gives the computational results of H2 + Ant Colonies Algorithms for
the city of Nice. The ﬁrst column gives the bounded time horizon of the time expanded network. We solved 10 times
each bounded time expanded network as the Ant Colonies Algorithm is not a deterministic algorithm. The second
column gives the mean time while the third column gives the standard deviation of the mean time. The fourth column
gives the mean percentage of saved persons while the ﬁfth column gives the standard deviation of percentage of the
saved persons. When the time bound of the time expanded network is less than 400 seconds, no evacuees manage to
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reach a shelter location. Evacuees start to reach the shelter locations when T is equal to 400. The mean time increases
when we increase the size of the time expanded network and it takes about 2 hours to solve the greatest instance. The
mean time standard deviation increases with the size of network as increasing the size of the network increases also
the number of crossed vertices by ants which can die faster or have to take a longer road. The mean percentage of
saved persons increases also with the size of the time expanded network. The last column gives the variability of the
percentage of saved persons when we run 10 times each instance of the time expanded network. The time expanded
network curse is reached at 964 when we were faced to out of memory. This shows the limit of this model for the
given memory limit (graph size : 2949840 vertices and 4978096 edges).
6. Conclusion
We presented a new model that allows to take into account the safety and the duration criteria during an evacuation
when the lives of evacuees are in danger due to the status of critical points they have to cross before being in a safe
place. A bounded time expanded network was used to capture the duration criterion and several heuristics are given in
order to tackle and optimize the safety criterion. Computational results on small instances show how important it is to
have a good initialisation of pheromones along edges with Heuristic H2 which is to 11.37% to the optimal solutions.
Given an initial solution, the Ant Colonies Algorithm tries to ﬁnd for each colony a better solution by modifying the
level of pheromones on edges. This two step approach leads to solutions which are on average at 4.46% to the optimal
solution. Computational results on a real instance shows how many persons can be saved in Nice for a given deadline
T . This approach shows the limit of the time expanded network in order to capture the duration criterion, however
it allows to show how increasing the size of the network (Resp the deadline T ) also increases the number of saved
persons as evacuees can start to evacuate later in order to take a safer paths. We can also see the deadline T as two
questions for the authorities that have to handle the evacuation:
• How long can we delay the evacuation if we want to save everybody ?
• Given a deadline T , how many persons can be saved from a dangerous area ?
To know the minimum value of T (lower bound) required to save everybody, all vertices with a level of safety less
than 1.0 have to be deleted and then the problem can be considered as a Quickest Transshipment Problem which can
be solved with a strongly polynomial approximation scheme developed by Hoppes and Tardos (Hoppe and Tardos
(2000)). When the given deadline T is less than the lower bound, then this evacuation problem has to be considered
as an Integer Flow with Divisors Problem to take into account the injuries due to the evacuation process.
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